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Abstract
As Republican candidate for president and later 45th President of the United States, Donald Trump has claimed repeatedly and vociferously that the 2016 General Election was tainted by massive voter fraud. Here we use aggregate election statistics to study Trump’s claims and focus on non-citizen populations across the country, state-specific allegations directed at California, New Hampshire, and Virginia, and the timing of election results. Consistent with existing literature, we do not uncover any evidence supportive of Trump’s assertions about systematic voter fraud in 2016. Our results imply neither that there was no fraud at all in the 2016 General Election nor that this election’s administration was error-free. They do strongly suggest, however, that the expansive voter fraud concerns espoused by Donald Trump and those allied with him are not grounded in any observable features of the 2016 election.

1. Introduction

Regular and fair elections are the keystones of democratic governance (Lipset, 1959; Katz, 1997). These mechanisms translate voter preferences and opinions into elected officials, who ultimately make policy. Electoral fraud distorts the relationship between constituents and representatives, and for this reason alone the threat of voter fraud is inherently serious. Moreover, elections perceived as unfair can decrease electoral legitimacy (Norris, 2014), reduce governmental credibility (Magaloni, 2010), and undermine perceptions of voter efficacy (Elklit and Reynolds, 2002).

Insofar as it was repeatedly tarred by allegations of widespread voter fraud, the 2016 American General Election exemplifies these concerns. Despite a dearth of evidence that fraudulently cast ballots play an important role in American elections (e.g., Levitt, 2007; Minnite, 2010; Goel et al., 2016), as the Republican nominee for president Donald Trump claimed that he was at risk of losing the presidential contest to Democratic rival Hillary Clinton because of systematic voter fraud. Later as president-elect, Trump asserted that Clinton had received “millions” of improper votes, and he blamed his loss of the popular vote on illegal activity. And finally, as the 45th President of the United States, Trump asserted that voting in New Hampshire was tainted by fraud and that, in the absence of illegal Massachusetts voters, Trump would have won the Granite State’s four electoral votes and then–United States Senator Kelly Ayotte, who lost a close election to former New Hampshire governor Maggie Hassan, would have been reelected.

Trump’s expansive claims merit attention because of the role that elections play in democratic politics and on account of Trump’s status—45th President of the United States. Moreover, assertions of voter fraud are a significant source of political division and conflict in American politics (Hasen, 2012; Bentele and O’Brien, 2013; Hicks...
et al., 2014), and they are believed by a non-trivial segment of the voting population (Ansolabehere and Persily, 2008; Stewart et al., 2016). Lastly, simply because there was little voter fraud prior to November, 2016, does not imply perforce that Trump’s claims are necessarily vacuous; it is always possible that 2016 was the first year in which systematic voter fraud was a meaningful factor in a presidential contest. These points motivated us in mid-2016 to develop an election fraud research project premised on the question, what could we academics say about election fraud in the aftermath of the then-upcoming presidential election? Our concern as of the summer of 2016 was that Trump might suffer a close loss in his bid for the presidency and react by leveling widespread accusations of voter fraud that, in principle, could explain his defeat at the polls.

Given the tenor of the Clinton-Trump presidential contest at the time of the Republican and Democratic party conventions, we anticipated post-election fraud allegations that centered on illegal voters, in particular non-citizens. To prepare ourselves to scrutinize such allegations, we assembled a county-level dataset that included historical election returns, demographics, and economic indicators. We also contracted with the Associated Press so that we would be able to access their national database on county presidential election returns. Our plan was to begin work on fraud allegations on Election Day evening (November 8, 2016), and we were prepared for an intense post-election week or two.

Since its inception, our research project has evolved in reaction to two developments. First, Trump did not lose the 2016 presidential election; this relieved us of the pressure to investigate fraud allegations made in the aftermath of a close Trump loss. Second, and seemingly in spite of his victory, Trump continued to invoke the specter of widespread voter fraud. This latter development has spurred on our project, the result of which is this article.

We would like to draw particular attention to our use of the term, “widespread,” in the sense of what we are calling allegations of widespread voter fraud. Donald Trump, as candidate and then later as president, has not anchored his voter fraud claims on the likelihood of a person, here or there, voting illegally. Rather, Trump and key supporters have spoken literally of “millions” of illegal votes, as our introductory quote makes clear. With this as context, our research project, an attempt to introduce scientific rigor into a debate largely dominated by bombastic claims, is not aimed at ferreting out what one might argue are more minor instances of voter fraud. While all instances of voter fraud are troubling, not all frauds are pivotal and not all frauds are systematic and widespread. Our research focuses solely on the possibility of massive and systematic fraud because fraud of this type had the potential to be pivotal to the 2016 presidential election and because this is precisely the type of fraud against which Trump and his supporters, both before and after November, 2016, have regularly inveighed.

One can think of the analysis that follows as the proverbial canary, one that is an appropriate yet far-from-final step on the path of testing for voter fraud in the 2016 General Election. Detailed, individual-level audits, conducted on random samples of voters across jurisdictions spanning the United States, might be the ideal method to test for instances of voter fraud. However, in the absence of such audits, our analysis of aggregate county voting represents a valuable start. As will be clear shortly, we leverage variation in election outcomes across thousands of counties and connect that variation to a litany of explanatory variables, including counts of non-citizens provided by the American Community Survey. In the absence of a very expensive—and possibly infeasible—audit of voter lists in jurisdictions across the United States, we believe that our aggregate analysis provides a significant advance in testing claims of voter fraud.

One could argue that an alternative method for testing voter fraud allegations would be to leverage a large-scale survey that questions respondents about, say, citizenship status and voting history. Such a survey would have the benefit of assessing the eligibility of voters individually as opposed to the aggregate. However, unlike an audit, a survey in this vein would depend on the accuracy of the information volunteered by its respondents. This dependence is exemplified by Richman et al. (2014), who use the Cooperative Congressional Election Study to analyze the voting behavior of self-identified non-citizens; drawing on survey data, they estimate that 1.2 million non-citizens voted in the 2008 General Election. Ansolabehere et al. (2015) show, however, that this estimate reflects respondent data errors. Our use of aggregate data in conjunction with a corresponding lack of dependence on surveys allow us to avoid the sort of response problems that confound Richman, Chattha and Earnest.

We consider three allegations of voter fraud in the 2016 General Election: participation across the United States by non-citizens who supported Hillary Clinton in her presidential bid; concerns about voting in three states, California, New Hampshire, and Virginia, with particular attention to the possibility that Massachusetts voters tampered en masse with the United States Senate election in New Hampshire; and, finally, a conspiracy of election officials who attempted to “rig” the presidential election against Trump. The voter fraud accusations that we examine here span both national (non-citizen voting) and state-specific (e.g., New Hampshire), and all are associated with Donald Trump.

Briefly, we find little evidence consistent with widespread and systematic fraud fomented by non-citizens. Our analysis of returns in California, New Hampshire, and Virginia likewise turns up no evidence of problems in the vein raised by Donald Trump. And, our closer look at New Hampshire also yields nothing concrete. Lastly, and keeping in mind that the concern about a “rigged” election is ambiguous—we operationalized this idea by considering patterns in the way that election returns were released starting on the evening of November 8, 2016—we find no suspicious patterns in result timing.

Our results do not imply that there was no fraud at all in the 2016 presidential contest; indeed, we already know that the rate of fraud in the 2016 presidential election was not literally zero. Nor do our results imply that the administration of the 2016 General Election was error-free. Nonetheless, they do strongly suggest that Trump’s voter fraud allegations are not grounded in any observable features of the 2016 presidential election.

This article proceeds as follows. In the next section, we provide additional details on the motivation for and development of the research project whose results are described here. We then consider the aforementioned three sources of voter fraud, and we present results on them in sequence. Our final section concludes with suggestions for future research and how the academic community might want to consider studying voter fraud in upcoming elections.
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